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MSc Degree in Land 

Management 
Land Management Engineer

• In 2008 the Faculty introduced the MSc 

level education in land management.

• The aim of the training is to graduate 

professionals at decision making and 

executive levels who are able to plan in a 

complex way.

Land Management Engineer

Land managers will be prepared to form 

such economically cultivated lands, family 

farms, reasonably used land structures, 

where the circumstances of agricultural 

productivity, the working terms and the 

agricultural conditions develop, 

approaching the optimal quality of life.

Land Management Engineer

The MSc course for Land Management 

Engineers is an interdisciplinary training 

where the society, the economy and the 

environment become a complex unit 

resulting such professionals who are able 

to improve the life conditions of rural 

regions and at the same time to protect 

the environment. 

Basic Subjects

• Nature- and economical Geography

• Plant production and animal breeding knowledge

• Statistical mathematical analysing

• Country sociology and Conflict analysis 

• Public administration law

• Agricultural economy

• Agricultural policy in the EU

Plant production and animal breeding knowledge 

Kisfalud - 2009

Study excursion
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Plant production and animal breeding knowledge 

Kisfalud - 2009

Study excursion
Professional subjects

• Land law and land institutional network

• Rural and urban development

• Planning of landownership and land consolidation

• Natural resources and environmental management

• Land using and environmental protection

• Bases of agricultural infrastructure

• Planning and monitoring of land use

• Methods of data acquisitions

• Agricultural information systems

• Spatial decision support planning

• Water management

• Planning of land management projects

• Case studies of land consolidations models 

• Strategy of rural development

• Financial knowledge

Badacsony - 2012

Study excursion

Optional subjects

Nature conservation

Geoinformatics

Remote sensing

Territorial information systems

Digital mapping

Territorial statistics

Land qualification and land evaluation

Environmental valuation and monitoring

Regional and settlements economy

Project management

German professional language

English professional language

Economy of municipalities

Settlement management

Environmental and agricultural informatics

Systems of Soil-information

Special agriculture

Fejér Megyei Kormányhivatal

Velence - 2012

Study excursion
Systems of Soil-information

Systems of Soil-information

Systems of Soil-information
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Why is so important this 

education?

In Hungary, the last time when the structure of

properties and land use has radically been 

transformed was in the 1990s, during the political-

economic transition. The compensation and

privatization affected almost three quarters of the

whole agricultural area.

• about 5,6 million hectares of agricultural land 

were passed into 2,6 million private persons’ 

ownership.

• today already 66,7 % of rural areas are in 

private persons’ property.

Why is so important this 

education?
Both the Land Consolidation and Land Tenure are very 
impacting factor in the sustainable development

procedures also in  Hungary:
• After the compensation period a lot of small parcels in 

rural area exist now. Voluntary land consolidation 
activities started in Hungary, for that reason. 

• Their have been pilot project to formulate the technical, 

organisational, social and legislative approach. 
• On this base a land consolidation act is under 

preparation. 
• All the IT developments and the cadastre system are 
suitable to handle this procedure.

After the Third Land Reform Conclusion of the Land Reform

• The big fields became  several small parcels;

• The size of the parcels around the bigger cities 

and holiday resorts are under 5000 m2;

• In the outskirts of villages there are many of 

dwarf fields between 1-2 hectares;

• On the small parcels and on the little and 

medium-sized farms it is not suitable to produce 

marketable goods;

• The small parcels are allocated in different 

places (in the same village or  other village);

• Market competitiveness: 

Land Tenure Policy

Main Goals:

• To develop viable family farms and strengthens 

the existing ones,

• New co-operatives and farming companies 

important players of the competitive sphere,

• National Land Fund should promote family 

farms,

• Land Fund should co-operate with agencies 

authorised to several illegal land ownership or 

land use

Pilot Projects for Land 

Consolidation

• TAMA 1 computer aided land consolidation (1993-1999)

• PRIDE-Dutch-Hungarian project on the Practice of 
Integrated Rural Development

• Change in Land Use in the River Tisza Valley (1998)

• TAMA 2 Pilot on the integration of land consolidation into 

rural development programme (1999-2000)

• OTKA  Land Consolidation in Hungary before 

2000(1997-2000)

• OTKA BIME Analising of the Land Cosolidation with GIS 

(2000-2004)
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TAMA 2

Befor the compensation process After the compensation process
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Problems after the 

compensations act

The undivided common property is serious

problem.

1. Each owners have to consent to the 

land consolidation. (At that can have a role 

the land management engineer to take 

agreement among the owners.)

2. There is not enough economical 

background to solve it.

Land Use planning

Planning  Practice

Cadastral map and relief modell analysing

Practice

Maping of Ökotype

Practice

Environmental impact assessment

Pátka - 2012

Practice Environmental impact 

assessment

• It is aimed at the analysis of agricultural 

suitability, environmental sensitivity and 

land use options.

• Examination of land use change via 

environmental licensing procedures 

proved to be an applicable method.
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Agricultural Programs

The Hungarian measures for agricultural support 

serve the development of rural areas through:

• Agricultural and Rural Development Operative

Program

• National Rural Development Plan of the National

Development Plan.

• The implementation is operated through the 

Integrated Administration and Control

System.

Motorway and land consolidation

NÖ Agrarbezirksbehörde
Z - Fachabteilungen

A 5

Ausgrabungen

Trassenausscheidung für 

die Autobahn

Land development
Implementation of GIS in 

decision support

The issue of area related information is 

highly important not only among the 

principles of the new multifunctional 

agriculture but also among the set of 

measures aiming at the implementation of 

agricultural and rural development 

policies.
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Implementation of GIS in 

decision support

Source:38th International Symposium 

European Faculty of Land Use and Development 

Székesfehérvár, 30.09.2010

The Role of Visualization in Land 
Consolidation Processes

The Role of Visualization in Land 
Consolidation Processes 

The Role of Visualization in Land 

Consolidation Processes

The Role of Visualization in Land 
Consolidation Processes 
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Change in Land Use in the River 

Tisza Valley (1998)
Plan of Vásárhelyi

It can be said that the recommendations of 

the Vásárhelyi Plan would be sufficient to 

handle the flood, to maintain the flood 

plain in a cultivated state, to enforce the 

nature conservation initiatives

Territorial information systems

TakarNet - Online Land Information Service

The installation of the TakarNet system was an important 
milestone in the land office modernization programme. 
On the one hand, it means that all offices and institutions 

involved in land administration are connected with each 
other in a countrywide, fully computerized network. On 

the other hand, the system provides remote online 
access to land office databases for registered external 
users, e. g. banks, offices of public administration, local 

governments, public notaries, attorney’s offices etc.

Territorial information systems

MePAR

Land Parcel Identification System

• MePAR is a GIS too, which provides up to 

date information for each participant about 

each agricultural table, indicating which 

areas are eligible, which payment 

entitlements can be requested, and what 

restrictions should be obeyed during the 

farming.

Territorial information systems

VINGIS

• It is a registersystem for the vineyards

• The system – today operating on the 

whole country – provides important 

information for the stakeholders of the 

profession for their daily jobs. 

• Thank You for your 

• attention

• nyiri@geo.info.hu


